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 love is love   
In this sneak peek of our same-sex  
weddings magazine, you'll find the latest 
trends and inspiring real weddings—plus, 
an inside look at how other LGBTQ  
couples are marrying. 
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CHECK IT OUT!  
Read the magazine 
at TheKnot.com/

gayweddings
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY  MERKLE PHOTOGRAPHY AND JON MOLD WEDDINGS

EVENT DESIGN BY  EVOKE

bright & buzzy
RICHARD & STEVEN

OCTOBER 24  •  CHEVY CHASE, MD

the setting The 
couple exchanged 
vows in an outdoor 
ceremony in front 
of 89 guests.

 A
fter 14 years of dating, it only made sense for longtime loves Richard (right, 46) and 

Steven (40) to tie the knot, in an intimate outdoor ceremony at Woodend Sanctuary. 

“We just wanted everyone to feel comfortable and relaxed,” the couple says of their 

tucked-away celebration. Armed with a bold bee theme (a nod to Steven’s interest) 

and a cheery yellow-and-gray color palette, the pair worked to incorporate some seriously 

sweet details throughout their tented reception, including a honeycomb-shaped wedding 

cake, beeswax candles, jarred honey favors and wooden honey dippers that doubled as escort 

cards. Richard and Steven even paired classic gray suits with craspedia boutonnieres, bee-

print ties and—what else?—bright yellow Converse kicks. —Saffa Khan

the ceremony A 
close friend officiated 
the couple’s intimate, 
outdoor ceremony. 
the coasters Steven 
created kiln-fired 
coasters as a gift for 
each member of  
their wedding party. 
the stationery A 
custom-made 

invitation suite 
included a classic 
black-and-white color 
scheme with pops  
of yellow and gray. 
the shoes “It only 
took 11 iterations to 
finalize that shade  
of yellow!” Richard 
says of their bright 
sneaker choice.
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the escort cards 
Wooden honey 
dippers served as a 
fun alternative to 
traditional escort 
cards (and paired well 
with the couple’s 
honey-jar favors!). 
the details  
Richard and Steven 
accessorized their 
gray suits with bold, 
bee-print ties and 
yellow sneakers.  
the reception 
Tables were set with 
striped napkins, 
yellow menus, 
whimsical flatware and 
bold-printed china. 
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THE COLOR PALETTE:

ingredients 
Ceremony & Reception Site Woodend Sanctuary, Chevy Chase, MD 

Photography Katie Merkle/Merkle Photography and Jon Mold 
Weddings Planner Jeannette Tavares/EVOKE Flowers Amaryllis Inc. 
Floral + Event Design Rings Brent & Jess Shoes Converse Stationery 

Invitations: The Dandelion Patch; programs & menu cards: Emily 
Baird Design; escort cards: Kaitlyn Hostetler Rentals DC Rental;  

La Tavola Catering Occasions Caterers Cake Kendall’s Cakes  
Music Cocktail hour: Chris Dunn/Classical Guitar Ceremonies; 

reception: DJ Neekola Favors Capital Honey Co.

the cake The 
honeycomb-patterned 
cake was decorated 
with bees and a 
fondant replica of the 
couple’s dog, Mojo. 
the first dance  
The newlyweds shared 
a first dance to Sam 
Smith’s “Latch.”  
the table numbers 
Wooden table 
numbers added 
some rustic flair to 
the setting.


